Abstract. We construct a singular probability measure # on the complex sphere such that the Poisson integral of # is a pluriharmonic function in the ball and the Fourier transform of/* is
Introduction
Let T denote the unit circle and #cM(T) be a measure. Recall the following classical observation.
Heuristic uncertainty principle.
If the Fourier transform/5 is small (in a certain sense), then # is regular.
For example, by the classical F. and Ivl. Riesz theorem, if/5=0 on Z+, then # is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure m.
We are looking for phenomena of the opposite nature. If we understand "/5
is small" as "pointwise small" and "# is not regular" as "# and m are mutually singular", then we obtain the following classical problem.
Definition T. A function h: Z+--+R+ is said to be T-admissible if there exists a probability continuous singular measure #eM(W) such that/5(k) (9(h(Ikl) Evgueni Doubtsov are T-admissible (see [I] for the precise conditions sufficient for admissibility, see also [K] for a simplified and somewhat different version). We refer the interested reader to the paper [BH] where other T-admissible functions are obtained and the history of the problem is discussed. Often T-admissibility constructions can be carried out for all locally compact nondiscrete Abelian groups. In the present paper we consider a generalization of a different type. Namely, we are concerned with an analogue of the above problem on the complex unit sphere S-Sn C C n, n >_ 2.
Given a measure #cM(S), denote by #pq, (p,q)CZ2+, the projection of # on H(p, q), the space of the complex spherical harmonics (so Itpq is a polynomial on the sphere; in dimension 1 we just have #po
(Z)=[t(p)z p, zET, pEZ+).
Definition S. A function h: Z2+-~R+ is said to be S-admissible if there exists a probability continuous singular measure # E M(S) such that II #pq I I 2 = O(h(p, q)).
If also h(p,q)=O for all (p,q)EZ2+ such that pqr then h is said to be plhadmissible (note that the corresponding # is pluriharmonic, i.e. the Poisson integral of # is a pluriharmonic function in the ball).
We show that the test function h(k)=k 1/2 is plh-admissible (without loss of generality, we always put h(0)= 1).
Theorem. Put h(p, O)=h(O,p)=p 1/2, pCN, and h(p, q)=0 ifpqr
Then h in S-admissible. Remark 1. Every pluriharmonic measure ItEM(S) is sufficiently regular. In particular, it is well known that It has the full closed support and IItl(E)=0 if the (real) Hausdorff dimension of E does not exceed 2n-2.
Remark 2. Obviously, if hc12, then h is not admissible. Therefore, the theorem shows that there is no gap between necessary and sufficient conditions for S-admissibility in terms of the scale {kS}keN, ctER.
Remark 3. The theorem has an R-interpretation since the measure # is pluriharmonic. Namely, identify S~ and S~ ~ 1cR2n, then [[itktI2=O(1/V/~) where Itk is the projection of It on 7gk, the space of the real spherical harmonics.
Notation. The notation of the paper is standard. In particular, cr is the normalized Lebesgue measure on S, a(S)=l; the symbol II" lip denotes the LP-norm with respect to o-.
To finish the introduction, we give a simple and important example.
Example. There exists an h: Z2+~R+ such that hq~l 2 and h is not S-admissible.
